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Step 1


Initial Site Audit (ISA)

Our technician will visit the property to assess the 

requested location, measure the installation route, and 

evaluate the electrical capabilities of the panel, including 

power requirements, site photos, and panel location. 

Additionally, our technician will identify the most cost-

effective location for installation on the property.
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Step 2


Proposal Creation

A proposal will be created using 

information from the ISA, complete 

with a digitized sitemap. A quote for 

extending power to the specified 

location(s) will be provided.

Digitized Sitemap Example Quote Example
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Step 3


Proposal Approval

Upon proposal approval, a Confirmation Site Audit will be 

conducted with the property manager to review the 

planned installation route and the placement of the 

chargers, ensuring alignment with the proposal details.
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Step 4


Pre-Installation Set-Up of 
the Chargers

Our team will prepare the chargers for your location, 

performing troubleshooting to ensure they are 

operational and connected upon deployment. This 

preparation includes software updates, connectivity 

checks, and hardware inspection.
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Step 5


Installing the Charger

Installation of the chargers will commence at the 

approved location, incorporating the necessary electrical 

work as outlined in the proposal.

Please be aware that installation may involve landscape disruption 

due to trenching, affecting sprinklers, utilities, etc
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Step 6


Pre-Boarding Material

Simultaneously with steps 4 and 5, our team will provide 

documents to acquaint you with EVs, EVCs, the App, and 

the Management Dashboard.

Documents includ

 Pre Onboarding Documen

 Greenlogic EVC Business Model

 FAQ - Electric Vehicle Chargers

https://gogreenlogic.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/pre-boarding-doc-greenlogic_compressed.pdf
https://gogreenlogic.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/Greenlogic-EVC-Business-Model_compressed.pdf
https://gogreenlogic.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/Frequently-Asked-Questions-Electric-Vehicle-Chargers.pdf
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Step 7


Onboarding

During onboarding, our team will conduct a training session covering the Drivers 

app and Management Dashboard. We'll address any questions and assist you in 

selecting the most suitable business model for your needs. Additional steps may 

be added depending on the complexity of your business plan, such as gathering 

information about user groups (e.g., resident information).

 Residential information excel shee

 EVC Training Presentation

https://gogreenlogic.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/Residential-Information-Excell-Sheet-ev-charging-project-guide.xlsx
https://gogreenlogic.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/green-logic-presentation_compressed.pdf
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Step 8


Post Onboarding

We will finalize your profile setup and assist you in 

establishing your business model. This includes 

confirming profile details, choosing a pricing structure, 

and setting user permissions.
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Step 9


Driver App Manual and Roll 
out Collateral

We will supply a detailed guide designed for your 

residents to seamlessly navigate the Driver App, 

accompanied by rollout announcements for distribution.

 Greenlogic EVC Mobile App User Guid

 Greenlogic EV Charging Rollout Collateral

https://gogreenlogic.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Greenlogic-EVC-Mobile-App-User-Guide_compressed.pdf
https://gogreenlogic.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/greenlogic-ev-charging-rollout-collateral_compressed.pdf
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/greenlogic-evc/id6445912265
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.greenlogicelectric.app&pli=1
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Additional Resources for 
Greenlogic Clients

EV Charging Resources

Management Dashboard Access

Greenlogic EV Charging Information

Informative Blog Posts

Greenlogic Official Website

Visit Greenlogic Website EV Charging Solutions


EV Charging Management Dashboard

Ultimate EV Charging Guide


EV Charging Station Business Costs and 

Profit Margins Guide

Free Downloadable Resources

Login to Management Dashboard

https://gogreenlogic.com/
https://gogreenlogic.com/resources/
https://gogreenlogic.com/greenlogic-sustainable-property-solutions/ev-charging/
https://gogreenlogic.com/greenlogic-sustainable-property-solutions/ev-charging/ev-charging-management-software-greenlogic/
https://cp.greenlogicelectric.com/admin
https://gogreenlogic.com/ultimate-ev-charging-guide/
https://gogreenlogic.com/ev-charging-station-business-costs-purchase-profit-margins-guide/
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Step 10


Final Summary

A closing document and a comprehensive summary of 

your profile setup will be provided within the closing 

documentation.
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Step 11


Ongoing Customer Support

Our team will proactively monitor your charging 

stations and alert you to any issues. If you encounter 

any problems with the chargers, app, or management 

dashboard, please contact us via phone or email.



Office: +1 713-489-2252

info@greenlogicelectric.com

5200 Mitchelldale Suite E14, Houston, TX 77092

www.gogreenlogic.com


